m + t. Therefore m + t = O.Similarly, supposing sand u to be the minimum degrees of terms appearing in "1 and JL, respectively, we conclude that s + u = O.
Thus s~m yields -s > -m, i.e. u > t, and hence u = t and m = s. Therefore, all the terms appearing in "1 have degree m and those in JLare of degree -m.
Let us use induction on n, the number of generators of G. If n = 1, then clearly "1 = =:I::XlQl. If n > 1, we use the same argument as above on the degree in Xl, namely dl (g) = a!, and conclude that "1 = Xd'Yl and JL = X-dILl, where "11, JLl E Z(Gd, Gl = (X2'... ,xn). Now by induction, "11 = =:I::gl, gl E G, and "1 = =:I::g,g E G.
Remark. The last lemma follows from the next but we have included the direct proof because of its independent interest. LEMMA3. Let G be an ordered group. Then 
I~i~1
Then gsht = 1 = glhl. Since hI~he. it follows that hl-I > h,-l, i.e. gl > gs, and therefore gi = gs. We conclude that "1 = ::I::g.
An immediate consequence of these lemmas is the following result. PROPOSITION 
Cf!contains G if it is of any of thefollowing types:
(i) torsion abelian, (ii) torsion-free abelian, (iii) ordered.
Some lemmas.
For any normal subgroupH of G, let PH: Z(G)~Z(GIH) be the linear extension of the natural homomorphism G~GIH. Then A(G, H), Proof. Let us first suppose that G is abelian. We can assume that G is finitely generated, say, G = (gl, g2, . . . ,gr). Let g = nr giG.. Since g -1 ==L ai(gi -1) mod(A(G»2, i we have Li ai(gi -1) E (A(G»2. Therefore (*) L ai(gi -1) = L x(gt1 . . .grar -1) (g/l . . . g'pr -1),
Extend the endomorphism 'Yj: gi~g/'i of G to Z(G). Applying this to both sides of (*) we obtain:
and therefore, (aj -y)(gj -1) = 0, where y(gj -1) = L xu(g/ -1)(g/ -1).
Suppose that aj~0, then since c(y)~0, we can say that (ajy)~O.
It follows that gj has finite order nj and aj -y = m(1 + gj + . . . + gti-l), m E Z. Therefore aj = mn.j and g = 1.
Now let G be arbitrary and let /3: G~GIG' be the natural map. Then gP = 1 mod(~(GIG'»2, therefore gP = 1 and g E G'. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Then 8 is a homomorphism as gh
I t is an epimorphism because of the same reason. By Lemma 4, the kernel of 8 is G', and the proof is complete.
The next corollary was proved by Higman (2) for finite abelian groups. Similarly, we have the following result.
Proof. Choose a set of coset representatives {gt} of G mod N. Define for gtn E G, u(gtn) = n and extend this linearly to u: Let A: Z(GIA)~Z(HIB) be the isomorphism. Then X(g) = /i, E HIB for all g E GIA. Actually, X(GIA) = HIB. Now, given an isomorphism p.: Z(HIB)~Z(K), we need to prove that for /i, E HIB, p.(/i,) = k E K. Consider p.X:Z(GIA)~Z(K). We know that /i, = X(g) for some g E GIA.
Since GIA E ce, (p.X)(g) = k, k E K. It followsthat p.(/i,)= k and HIB E ce.
Furthermore, B is abelian, since by Lemma 6: Remark. If in the above proposition GIA is ordered (in particular, torsionfree abelian) we do not need to assume the existence of B, since in this case it can be proved that there always exists a B with the property O(tJ. (G,A) .(H, B) .
THEOREM1. Suppose that G has a normal abelian subgroup A such that
GIA E ce. Suppose that there is an isomorphism 8: Z(G)~Z(H) such that 8(tJ. (G, A» = tJ.(H,B) for a suitable normal subgroupB of H. Then G~H.
Proof. We can assume that 8 is normalized; then due to Proposition 2, B is abelian andHIB E ce. For g E G, let8(g) = 'Y.Then sinceHIB E ce, we have:
Ll(B».

This h'Y is unique since if h' ==h mod(Ll(H) .Ll(B»,then h'h-I E B' = {I}
by Corollary 4, and hence h' .= h. Define X: G~H by X(g) = hyE H. Then X is a well-defined homomorphism. Notice that we have:
where CP2 is the map obtained (as was CPI)by using (J-I instead of (J. We see tha t g" = g since 
Group rings of finite groups. Suppose that (J:Z(G)~Z(H) is a
normalized isomorphism, where G (and hence H) is a finite group. We proved in (5) that for any normal subgroup A of G, (J(L:aEAa) = (L:bEB b) and A~B = <p(A) is a one-to-one correspondence between normal subgroups of G and those of H. This correspondence preserves union, intersection, and order. This is a result of Passman (4) who also proved the next proposition for finite nilpotent groups. Proof. Since the annihilator of (L:aEAa) in Z(G),is Ll(G,A), it follows that (J (Ll(G, A» = Ll(H, B) . Therefore
Z(GjA)~Z(G)/ Ll(G, A)~Z(H)j Ll(H, B)~Z(HjB).
To prove (ii) we only have to notice that Lemma 6 yields:
A/A'~A(G, A)/ A(G)A(G, A)~A(H, B)/ A(H) A (H, B)~B/B'.
We now prove (iii). Suppose that 4>(A') = C. Then we have a sequence of 
